Crossing Guard
15 hour work week - hourly rate $11.00

Under direction, guides pedestrians across streets and intersections; halts traffic when necessary; performs responsible repetitive duties requiring some judgment in directing traffic and handling emergencies; constant physical effort demanded in standing or walking while performing duties under varying weather conditions; does related duties as required.

Responsibilities:
Has responsibility at assigned locations to guide children and other pedestrians across streets and intersections; when necessary effectively halts traffic to allow for pedestrian safety; assists school children in waiting for and boarding school busses if necessary.

Knowledge:
Some knowledge of traffic and school bus rules and regulations may be required.

Abilities:
Ability to read, write and understand English sufficiently to perform the duties of this position; ability to handle traffic conditions promptly, tactfully and impartially; ability to maintain effective traffic safety rules with school children; ability to talk with and/or signal people to convey or exchange information.

Mobility, eyesight and hearing must also be in a good condition in order to effectively and safely perform duties.

Interested applicants must fill out an application and return to:
Twp of Edison HR Dept.
100 Municipal Blvd
Edison NJ 08817

Applications can be printed at www.edisonnj.org or picked up from the HR department.

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE TOWNSHIP OF EDISON TO PROVIDE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN ITS EMPLOYMENT ON THE BASIS OF MERIT AND FITNESS AND WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, SEX, POLITICAL AFFILIATIONS, NATIONAL ORIGIN, PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HANDICAP, MARITAL STATUS, AGE OR MILITARY SERVICE.